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LHC@Home

All the simulations has been done
using LHC@Home on BOINC platform.

We are at present :
•   Testing existing features 
•   Extensive use (more than 500k jobs up to now)

•   Forum administrator and moderator

Thanks to LHC@Home Team for the support (E.McIntosh, R.Demaria, I.Zacharov, N. Hømyr et al.)

http://lhcathomeclassic.cern.ch/sixtrack/

http://lhcathomeclassic.cern.ch/sixtrack/
http://lhcathomeclassic.cern.ch/sixtrack/
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SixTrack Developments

Help to task 2.3 (R. De Maria) in SixTrack environment “restyling” :

• migration from AFS-directory structure for job/results handling to more 
efficient MySQL DB     ONGOING...
• reimplementation of Post Processing analysis in Python (taking 
advantage from numerical and graphical packages today available) DONE! 

Main responsibilities : analysis and benchmark

• Noise source
• Smear
• Simulation Campaign
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SixTrack Post Processing

•Post processing for DA computation reimplemented in python. Same logic as the old fortran 
read10b.f is implemented making use of new infrastructure (db), same result up to 8th digit.

•SPEED :
•OLD: post proc set up the environment for a study (export lots of variable), access all fort.10 
file in the /afs structure, read them, process them, ad write a DA file for each configuration 
(amplitude, beam intensity, etc etc...up to 2000 in my typical case)
 The process, in my typical case, takes ~2h on lxplus.  

•NEW: python tools scans the /afs three, read all fort.10 files for a given study and add them 
to a local sqlite3 database. This takes ~1-3min and need to be done only once. 
 The DA computation with the new scripts takes (on my laptop) 30-35 SECONDS and write a 
single file with all the DA for a study.

• All the new post processing will be tested deeply and added to SixTrack release. 
• Other scripts for producing interesting plots starting from the single DA file are in test. 
Incredibly more flexible and fast (no need to re-run post proc if you want to change a plot). 
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SixTrack Simulations
Our default  :

• Various HL-LHC optics 

• 11 X-angles (from 400 to 900 mrad, step 50 mrad)

• 17 xy plane angles (from 5 to 80, step 5deg)

• 6 initial amplitudes (from 2 to 12 sigma, step 2 sigma)

• 7 beam intensity (from 1.6 to 3.0 1011)

• 60 seeds (for multipoles)

• tune scan (to be defined...)

•  4D and 6D BB lens                                                                                                                  

•  All LR encounters and  No LR after D1

Various physics cases to be simulated:

•    Beam-Beam only                                          DONE

•    BB + Multipoles Errors                                 ONGOING...

•    Crab Cavities                                                TO BE DONE

•    BB + Crab Cavities                                       TO BE DONE

•    BB + Crab + Multipoles                                TO BE DONE

•    BB + noise source                                        TO BE DONE

Reproduce the experimental observations from LHC 2011-2012 Long Range MDs.

Provide benchmark to LifeTrack. 
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SixTrack 4D vs 6D

• 4D vs 6D Hirata lens:
default in Sixtrack is 4D, to use 6D one should explicitly edit file 
control_files/for.3_mother1_(inj/col) adding in the BEAM section:

BEAM
%bunch_charge   3.75  3.75  0.7700e-01  1.1000e-04  1  %ibtype 2 0
bb_ho1b1_0  5  0.445e-3 1.5708    
bb_ho5b1_0  5  0.445e-3 0.0

as explained in SixTrack manual :
name                     Name of 6D beam–beam element. Beam–beam elements that do not appear will be treated as 4D kicks.
ibsix  (integer)      Number of slices of the 6D beam–beam kick. If ibsix is set to 0 this element is treated as a 4D element.
xang (float)           Half crossing angle at this particular element [rad].
xplane  (float)       Crossing plane angle [rad].

•2 possible collision scheme:
• LHC like:  IP1, 1P5, IP8 on collision, IP2 halo-collision @5s
• Hi-Lumi:  only IP1,IP5 colliding.  IP2 not colliding. Not yet defined the role of IP8.

•In the next:
• 4D is sixtrack 4D + 5 slices
• 6D is sixtrack 6D Hirata + mad 5 Slices
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Example: DA vs X-ing and xy angles 

4D lens, all IPs 
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DA vs beam intensity 

4D lens, all IPs 

Nominal X-ing anlge

Nominal X-ing angle:
•550urad @7.5cm flat
•720urad @10 cm
•590urad @15 cm

P
relim

in
ary
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DA vs X-ing angles
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DA vs X-ing angles
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DA vs X-ing angles
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DA: 4D vs 6D

P
relim

in
ary
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DA: 6D vs 6D Err
At present only 1 seed has been simulated for multipolar error 

(other 59 seeds are ongoing...): this may be a bias in the analysis!P
relim

in
ary
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DA: 4D vs 6D vs 6D Err

ß=15cm

P
relim

in
ary
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DA: 4D vs 6D vs 6D Err

Full stat not yet available.

Why at 10cm the differences 
between 4D and 6D are so big?
Why the effect of noise is huge?

P
relim

in
ary
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DA: 4D vs 6D vs 6D Err

each point here is the min of this plot : this represent the worst scenario. Even 
If we take the avg, the difference is still big, as expected. 

P
relim

in
ary
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DA: 4D vs 6D vs 6D Err

P
relim

in
ary
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Conclusions and perspectives

• LHC@home is performing well.  Submitted ~20kjobs for the each study with 
multipolar error on.
• some problems related to SLC6 stability on lxplus experienced in the last week. IT 
peoples said all problems will be solved once transition to SLC6 will be finished.
• removed block for SLC6 in SixTrack, updated in svn (thanks Eric!) 

• Use of DB technologies gives big improvement in post processing speed. Local sqlite 
db used instead of /afs structure bring processing time from 3h to 3min.
• DA studies with 4D+5slices:  performed to reproduce old result as first steps 
(swhite). Extended intensity scan and x-ing scheme.
• DA studies with 6D-Hirata : 6D lens seem to perform as expected at beta=15cm, not 
completely clear the behavior with the other optics
• DA studies with multipolar error: only limited statistic available at present. More 
seeds need to be simulated before drawing final conclusions

Next steps:
• DA study with Crab Cavities and  Crab Cavities + Multipolar error
• Implement noise source in SixTrack to evaluate diffusion rate caused by different type 
of noise 


